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Current TAC Members 



17 categories ⇒ 9 groups (each has 10~20 proposals) 
 
A-1 : solar system 
A-2:  extrasolar planets 
B-1 : star formation, ISM 
B-2 : normal stars 
B-3 : compact objects and SNe 
C-1 : galaxy clusters, GL, LSS, cosmology 
C-2 : high-z, deep 
C-3 : nearby galaxies, LG, MW, starburst 
C-4 : AGN/QSO, QSO abs. 
 

5 referees for each group (Japanese 2~3) 
      research fields, observation/theory, recent activity 
  

 
Review Process 



Points in selection 
  - TAC review     
  - Referee scores and comments  
  - Technical comments from SS 
  - Requested nights 
  - Previous observation, continuation 
  - Challenging / high-risk high-return 
  - Thesis work 
  - Scheduling 
  

Service proposals 
- Nights are allocated so as to have equivalent 
competition rate with normal program      
- Reviewed by 3 TAC members 
- Rank A (high priority) / Rank B (low priority)  

 
Review Process 



What is Intensive proposal ? 
- Normal < Intensive << Strategic 
- 10nights/sem. is reasonable?  
- Periodic monitor observation. New philosophy? 

 
Keck/Gemini time exchange programs 

- Modified frameworks, MOU → see Director’s talk 
 
Service proposal 

  English? or Japanese? Which is educationally valid for 
students?  
 

How to subdivide C2 into subcategories? 
- Oversubscription in C2(high-z, deep) 
- No good idea so far 
 

   

 
Discussions in TAC 



requested to specify email addresses of all co-investigators. 
Please obtain consents of all coIs to be included in the list, 
since e-mail notification will be sent them just after the 
closing of application.  

 
Changes in S12B 



Deadlines 
Normal+Intensive:  2012/03/09 12:00:00 JST 
Service deadline:  2012/04/06 12:00:00 JST  
 

Looking forward to reading your exciting, surprising, 
convincing, reader-friendly, and good-mannered 
proposals !!! 

 
S12B CFP 


